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The purpose of this assignment is to provide the student with experience with structures and 

dynamic memory in a C program. It will incorporate lessons learned on header files and libraries.   

 

The assignment will be contained within multiple files. 

 

This assignment will be a continuation of the work in Assignment Three. A matrix (3-D array) 

will be created and populated with unique (non-repeating) values within the range of the 

maximum elements of the matrix. For a 2x3x4 matrix, this range would be the integers between 

1 and 24 inclusive. The matrix will not be sorted for this assignment. 

 

The amount of data is unknown, and the program must be able to handle any volume of data. 

This means the program will have to allow for any amount of data. This will be accomplished by 

using dynamic memory allocation. 

 

The data will be encapsulated within a structure. This structure will contain all the variables 

utilized by the matrix. All arrays within this structure must be dynamically allocated. The 

structure itself will be in the main() call frame and it will need to passed to functions to compete 

the assignment tasks. 

 

The program will also compute and display the totals and the averages for each row of the 

matrix, along with the totals and average for each column and each layer. It will also display the 

total of all the values of the matrix. 

 

The program will allow for any size of the 3-D matrix. This also will require the utilization of 

different array sizes for the accumulation of the totals depending on the user’s input. 

 

Your program must be written using dynamically allocated memory to process any number of 

layers and rows and columns. Therefore, using a set size array of layers, rows and columns is not 

viable. No constant values can be used in the array declarations. 

 



example: int matrix[3][4][5] variable declaration not allowed 

example: int matrix[layers][row][column] variable declaration not allowed 

 

The mechanism we will use to the matrix and the associated variables and arrays will be based 

on specific structures.  The structures must be defined using typedef in order to create variable 

aliases for each structure.  

 

The structure must contain: 

        variables for the user entered values of layer, row and column 

        3-d array (matrix) 

        array to store all the individual (each) row totals in the matrix 

        array to store all the individual (each) column totals in the matrix 

        array to store all the individual (each) layer totals in the matrix 

        a single variable to hold the total of all the values in the matrix 

 

There are many different ways to define and use the structure. The following is for example only, 

the student is not required to use any of the following examples and can create any construct that 

meets the requirements of dynamically allocated memory. 

 

One example of the structure is: 

 
    typedef struct { 

       int  layer, row, column; 

       int ***matrix; 

       int **rowTotals; 

       int **columnTotals; 

       int *layerTotals; 

       int matrixTotals; 

    }MatrixInfo; 

 

- where the matrix utilizes triple pointers to create the 3-D array 

 

Another is: 

 
    typedef struct { 

       int  layer, row, column; 

       int *matrix; 

       int *rowTotals; 

       int *columnTotals; 

       int *layerTotals; 

       int matrixTotals; 

    }MatrixInfo; 

 

- where the matrix utilizes a single pointer to create the 3-D array and traverses the array using 

pointer arithmetic. 

 



The absolute requirement in the assignment is that ALL the arrays must all be dynamically 

allocated. Major grades will be deducted if this requirement is not followed. 

 

 

Change to your Assignment directory. 

Create a new subdirectory called asn4 (all in lowercase) and change to that new directory. 

 

Create a program that: 

1) prompts the user for three values. (You do not have to check for valid input type.)  

     The values are: 

          (1st) - the number of layers in the matrix 

          (2nd) - the number of rows in each layer 

          (3rd) - the number of items (places) in each row 

     The loop terminates when the user enters a zero as one or more of the inputs.   ( i.e. 2 0 3 ). 

     Store these values in the matrix structure (layer, row, column variables above) for future use. 

 

2) dynamically allocate the memory for the matrix and the 3 arrays to store the running total. 

         create a function called allocateMemory() and place it in a file labeled utilities.c 

         reviewing the code from the notes, allocate the sufficient memory using either  

         malloc() or calloc() – either is acceptable 

         note: is the memory guaranteed to be contiguous?  

         note: are the array values in the totals arrays guaranteed to be set to zero (0)? 

 

3) initializes the matrix (three dimensional array): 

         create a function called initMatrix() and place it in a file labeled initMatrix.c 

         using the code used in assignment 3 for a random number generator 

         populates the matrix with unique,  non-repeating values.  

         These values must be in the range of 1 to the maximum size of the matrix only. 

         note: This is where the m in the random number generator equation is used. 

         So, if the matrix is a 2x3x4 matrix, the maximum number of values is 24.  

         The matrix must hold the values from 1 to 24 with no number repeating. 

         For a 3x4x5 matrix, the maximum values are 1 to 60. 

         You are allowed to use the code from assignment 3 to accomplish this. 

  

          As you populate the matrix, accumulate the values that will produce the total of all the  

          values in each row, column, layer and the matrix. 

          These values will be used to display the totals and to compute the averages later in the  

          printMatrix() function below. 

  

           

 



4) prints out the matrix (three dimensional array) 

         amend your function called printMatrix() in the file labeled printMatrix.c 

         label the Layer Number 

         label the Row Number 

         display the total and average for each row using the values in the associated totals array 

         display the total and average for each column using the values in the associated totals array 

         display the total and average for each layer using the values in the associated totals array 

         display the total of the all the elements in the matrix using the variable in the structure. 

4) once the user elects to end the program, print out FINISHED. 

5) use the two (2) header files from assignment three. 

       one file labeled headers.h with the following contents: 

 

          #ifndef HEADERS_H_INCLUDED 

          #define HEADERS_H_INCLUDED 

 

              #include <stdio.h> 

              #include <stdlib.h> 

              #include <time.h> 

              #include "definitions.h" 

 

          #endif // HEADERS_H_INCLUDED 

 

      the other file is labeled definitions.h with the following contents: 

 

          #ifndef DEFINITIONS_H_INCLUDED 

          #define DEFINITIONS_H_INCLUDED 

 

             void initMatrix( your parameter list here ); 

             void printMatrix(your parameter list here ); 

             //  all other functions you will create go here too 

 

          #endif // DEFINITIONS_H_INCLUDED 

 

     Note: All of your .c files will have the single include ONLY. 

                       #include "headers.h" 

 

 

 

You may add other functions and are not restricted to just the ones listed. 

Remember, your program must be modular and complete. 

 

 

 



The output from the program is: 

 

 
note: the spaces and format does not have to line up perfectly. 

A larger matrix will stretch out the placement of the totals and averages. 

This is fine as long as it can ascertained which values belong to which row or column. 

 

Apply the lessons of Assignment Three to this assignment. 

The stages are not broken down like they were in assignment three. 

BUT! Can you identify the separate steps in this assignment? 

Notice the different parts of the work and see if there are logical work units. 

For example. First concentrate on the dynamic allocation of memory. 

Work just on that and no other part of the program. 

ONLY after you have that part compiled and error free, move on to the next part of the 

assignment. 

I cannot emphasize how much easier breaking the work into logical stages makes the assignment 

much easier and actually quicker to do. 



Your program must be broken down into logical units as per the class notes and previous 

lab/assignment. 

 

The main.c should be a ‘control’ program that does little or no processing and calls on functions 

to perform the programed tasks. 

 

You are NOT allowed to use global variables in your program. 

 

hint: there should be a single #include in the main.c 

 

One possible example of the main() function: 

 

 
 

The student is not required to duplicate this main() function. There are many ways to complete 

this assignment and this is for demonstration purposes only. 

 

Remember: This is all done with dynamic memory. 

Every array used in the assignment must be dynamically allocated. 

 

 

 

 



Working in UNIX.  

  
1. Type the following to begin recording your session in a file called yourUserName_Asn4.script  

 

 

     script YourUserName_Asn4.script 

                                                                                  -  (using your actual user name). 
 

2. Display the current date and time using the appropriate command 

 

3. Display your username using the appropriate command 

 

4. Display the contents of the current working directory 

 

5. Compile the program again 

 

6. Run the program with two (2)  meaningful examples  

           (first –2x2x2). 

           (second – 3x5x8). 

 

7. Type exit to stop your screen capture session. 

 

 

    

Required Coding Standards 

All code is to be indented correctly. 

Comments at the very beginning (top – first lines) of the file must be: 

 
/* CS2211b 2021 */ 

/* Assignment 04 */ 

/* your name */ 

/* your student number */ 

/* your UWO Account Name */ 

/* Date Completed */ 

 

All variables MUST have a comment describing their intended use(s). 

 

A comment describing the code for each function must be included.  

The comment(s) can be brief but must convey what that section of code performs. 

 

Submission Instructions: 

Complete the CS2211b Assignment Submission Form Name (or rename) that form to 

Asn4_SubmissionForm.txt 



Save this form in your asn4 directory as a text file or as PDF (most word processors have 

this option). 

 

Submit via the CS2211 OWL Web Site all the files in your asn4 directory using the instructions 

on how to compress and submit a single file. 

 

It is the student’s responsibility to ensure the work was submitted and posted in OWL. 

OWL replies with a summation verification email (every time). 

 

Any assignment not submitted correctly will not be graded. 

 

Submission date and time is based on the last file submitted. So if you re-submit after the due 

date, the entire assignment will be graded as late based on that timestamp. 

 

 

The teaching assistant grading your assignment will compile and run your program. 

If the program does not compile, the TA will NOT attempt to correct or fix your program 

so it will run. 

 

 

AND AGAIN PLEASE: Do not cheat or copy. 

    Remember, these are NOT community projects but are expected to be completed individually. 

    Remember: do your own work – you will need to know all this for the exam to pass !!!! 

 

     

 


